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BLOWER COOLING OF FINNED CYLINDERS
By OSCAR W. SCHEY and HERMAN H. ELLnRBROCK, JIL

SUMMARY

S’everaLelectrical.lyheatedjinnd 8tw.! c@nd.er8 &sed

in jadet.s were cooled by airfrom a blower. The e.ect of
theair conditionsad$n dimen.siawon _tluaveragewq%-ce
heut-transfer caejjicientq and W povw required to force
the air arowndth ylhiers were determined. Tes& were
dueted & air vekiiies beiweenthejiw from 10 to 130
miles per hour and at spmji.o wti@8 of tha air w-yi~
from 0.046 to 0.074 pound per ixdric foot. % jin
dimemnhnsof the yhders covereda range ofjin @ches
from 0.067 to 036 inch, average$n thicknessmfiom 0.0%5
to 0.04 inch, andjin &b from 0.67 to 1.2%inch-s.

The ua.k.eof q, bmwdon tlwdi$eren.cebetweenthe ylin-
der temperdure and the h?et-air temperature, W% m
the 0.667 power of the weight velocity of the cooli~ airfor
qI1i&s having spaces from 0.077 to O.W inch between
ihw. Below 0.077-inch space the expmwni of tha curvtx
inmeasedfor eachsuccwive decreaIMin qmce. The vaku
of g waa independent of jin &h for tlw range of widths
testedand decreaseda8the spacx betweentb$nx decreud.

T/u power requiredfor cooling, negkc$ing the kinztic
erwrgy i?ostfrom tht?exit of the jacket, varied m the ,!?.69
power of the weight ve.hxityfor a given qwcijic weiqht ad
invemety a8 tha square of the 8pe0ifi weighi for a given
weigh velocity of the cooling air. For a given weight
velocdy of th8 cooli~ air or a given power andjor a $n

wkilh of 1..%?inches, the jin space giving the maximum
heat tranqkr wa approximaMy 0.046 inch.

INTRODUCTION

A general investigation is being conducted by the
Committee to determine the comparative oooling of
cylindem having fins of varying pitch, thickness, and
width when tested in a free air stream and when tested
with blower cooling. For the conditions in a free air
stream the cylindem are tested with and without
baffles and, for the conditions in which the blower is
used, tbe cylinders are enclosed in a jaoket.

The first report published on the investigation (refer-
ence 1) presents the results of extensive tests to deter-
mine the beat-transfer coefficients of finned cylinders
in a free air stream and a method for calculating the
heat dissipated, utdizing these coefficients. The second
report (reference 2) includes results showing how the
heat-transfer coefficient may be increased by using
baffles h direct the air toward the rear of the cylinder.

Tests on nine steel cylinders, herein reported, were
conducted to investigate blower cooling. Tests were
made on all of the cylinders to determine the effect of
velocity and specilic weight of the cooling air on the
heat transfer and on five of the cylinders to determine
the effect of the same factors on power required. The
cylindem had fins of varying width and pitoh; the
range of tin width investigated varied from 0.67 inch
to 1.22 inches, the pitch from 0.057 inch to 0.25 inch,
and the thiclmew from 0.035 inch to 0.040 inch.

APPARATUS

TEST OYI.RiDBR

The construction of the hat unit is shown in figure 1.
This unit, which has been described in detail in pre-
ceding reports (references 1 and 3), COIMJWessentially

Imw gmrd,ring hem%g 1/32” ,osbasfosseporafor
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(a) De@ of mmfhmiion. (b) Individual fIIIs.wtion

FWJBEL-Gnstmciion Of ~ dk

of three electrically heated finned cylinders, the cantml
one forming the test section and the ones on each end
serving as guard rings to prevent heat losses through
the ends. The guard rings are of practiodly the same
construction as the teat section except that each ring
is only one-half as long aa the test seotion. The heat
input to each guard ring and test specimen can be
separately controlled by oil-oooled rheostats. A com-
plete wiring diagram of the test set-up is shown in
referenca 1.

Four of the cylinders were machined horn a steel
billet so that the h were integral with the cylinder
wall. The other five cylinders were built up of indi-
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vidually constructed fins (see .@. 1 (b)) held in place
by solder, a method that facilitated the making of
cylinders having closely spaced wide fins. With this
method of construction the same fins may be used on
several cylindara of dMerent pitch by cutting down in
successive steps the thiclmesa of the wall section and
thus reducing the space between the fins. As the
space is reduced, more h are added so that the same
cylinder length is maintained and the same heating
unit can be used.

For convenience in referring to the finned cylinders,
the designations composed of the fin pitch, width, and
thickness adopted in reference 1 are also used in this
report. For example, the designation 0.25-0.67-0.04

4H/ Orificefahk

Orifice

Tb

,

1-
‘Lorjfice

AIJl SYSTEM

The quantity of cooling air supplied ma measured
by sharp-edge orifices placed at each end of a tank.
The air system used in twt@ the 0.25-1.22-0.04,0.26-
0.97-0.04,0.25-0.67-0.04, and 0.16-0.97-0.04 cylindem,
hereinafter designated “serica A“ tests, is shown
diagrammatically in figure 2 (Q). A tank was placed
in the air duct on each side of the supercharger to reduce
the pressure pulsations created by the Roots blower.
At the entrance of the jacket there was another tm.k
equipped with a valve for throttling the air when the
speciiic weight was varied.

The cooling air was directed around the cylinder by a
jacket placed approximately J4inch from the fin tips,
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FIGURE2—D f8gmmm8tfo sketch of eqIdpmerd.

indicates a tied cylinder having a fin pitch of 0.25
inch, a fin width of 0.67 inch, and an average fin thick-
ness of 0.04 inch. The fin proportions for each of the
nine cylinders tested are shown in the following table
and in figure 8.
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The diametar of the cylinders at the h root was 4.66
inches, the length of the test sections 10 inches, and the
length of each guard rings inches.

as shown in @me 3 (a). Whenever the outside diameter
(&width) of the&t cylinder was reduced, the ?&inch
clearance at the tips was maintained by using sleeves
inside the jacket. The inlet of the jacket was faired
and proportioned in such a manmx as to reduce as
much as possible the breakaway of the air from the
walls.

The air system used to tist the 0.166-1.22-0.036,
0.137–1.224.035, 0.112-1.22-0.036, 0.083-1,22-0.036,
and 0.057-1.22-0.035 cylinders, hereinafter dmig-
nated “series B“ tQsts, is shown diagrammatically in
figure 2 @). The jacket used on these five cylinders
was in contact with the fin tips (fig. 3 (b)).

INSTRUMENTS

The cylinder temperatures were measured with 24
iron-ccnstantan thermocouples conneoted through a
selector switch to n portable pyrometer. The thermo-
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couples were made of 0.013-inchdiameter silk-
covered enameled wire and were welded to the
cooling surface at the points shown in figure 4.
Differential thermocouples, which were con-
nected to sensitive galvanometm, were placed
on the adjacent surfwes between the guard
ringsand the test cylinder to facilitate adjusting
the heat input to the guard rings so that there
would be no heat exchange betweau the test
section and the guard rings. Ammeters and
voltmeters were used to measure the electrical
power input to the test cylinder and guard rings.

The temperature of the air at the entrance
of the jacket was measured with an alcohol ther-

Frmt

R&r

FICUJEB4.—LwaUon of tbemmouples on &t dhder.

mometer and at the exit of the jacket with three
chromel - constantum thermocouples connected
through a selector switch to a low-resistxmce
portable pyrometer. k the series A tests the
pressures at the entrance and the etit of the
jacket and the pressure drop across the orifice
tank were measured with water manometers.
In the series B tests the pressure drop across the
orifice tank and the pressure in the depression
tank were mwmred with water manometers.

TESTS

Tests were conducted at air velocities fkom 10
to 130 miles per hour and at specific air weights
from 0.046 to O.O74pound per cubic foot. The
recorded data were the electrical power input to
the guard rings and test cylinder, the tempera-
ture of the air entering the orifice tank, the tem-
perature of air entering and leaving the cool-
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ing jacket, the pressuredrop across the orifice tank, th[
pressureat the entrance and exit of the jacket in aerhw
A tests, the pressure in the depression tank in seri~
B tests, and the temperatures at the various pointi
on the cool.i.rygsurface.

The velocity was varied by changing the speed of th(
blower. The specific air weight was varied in the seri~
A tests by throttling the air at the entrance of the de.
pression tank The speci.iicweight of the air was noi
varied in the seriesB tests.

The heat inputs varied from S3 to 97 B.t.u. per square
inch wall area per hour (0.0326 to 0.0381 horsepowa
per square inch wall area) for the various cylinders
the heat input was approximately constant, however,
for any one cylinder.

The series A tests were conducted principally to de-
termine the Meet of ii.nwidth on heat transfer; thow
of series B were conducted to determine the tiect o~
fin spacing on heat transfer and power required.

CALCULATIONS

The results were obtained by the following formulas:
Speciiic weight of the air, p~:

1.325XpI
‘fi= 460+TI

Mean velocity of the air between the ii.ns,V.:

(1)

(2)

(The method of calculating W, is given in reference 4.)
Experimental and calculated heat-transfer ccei3icients,
U- and Urn,:

(3)

‘~’=i%l%+a-)’daw’+’l‘4)

The value of k=2.17 for this report.
Equation (4) is darived as equation (13) in refer-

ence 1.
Average outlet cooling-air temperature T2:

The outlet coolin@r temperate is an average of
the indicated temperatures of the three thermocouples
after corrections have been applied for instrument
calibration and cold-junction temperature.
Power required across the test cylinder, P,:

pt=0.000893vmz4 t{p,– @,+0.00022 Vm’~gA~/A,~ } (5)

In this formula the speciiic weight of the air at the
inlet of the jacket was used instead of the specific
weighb at the inlet and outlet as theoretically should
be done. The error introduced by this method is

small, however, and formula (5) is simpler than the
rigoroudy correct one. It was very d=cnlt to mens-
ure the static head at the entrance and esit of the
jacket so that in formula (6) pl is the total head in
the oritice tank (see fig. 2 .(a)) and p2 is the statio head
in the depression tank. The use of these heads lends
to very little error unless there is a vena contmctn in
the entrance and exit.
Power required to generate the outlet velocity, P.:

Pa= 1.965x 10-7AIMV$ (6)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The problem of blower cooling can be divided into
two parts, a study of the heat transfer obtained and
of the blower power required for various conditions of
operation. The heat tmmsfer for a given case can be
calculated when the surface heatitiansfer coefficient q
of the iins is known, use being made of equation (4).
A study will now be made of the dependence of q and
the blower power on the fin dimensions, the physical
properties of the air, and the air speed. Because Q
large number of variables are involved, dimensional
theory is used in clarifying and simplifying the analysis.

As q depends on the specific weight, ticosity, specific
beat, thermal conductivity, velocity of the air, and the
various dimensions of the tied cylinder, by dimen-
sional analysis the following expression can be set up
(seeequation (l), reference 1):

With the exception of the specific heat and the
xmductivity of the air, the blower power depends on
he wune group of variables and the following relation
xm be obtained:

vhere Pj is the power per unit length of cylinder. In
his analysis the flow is assumed as two-dimensional,
vhich condition the testsvery closely simulated.

EFFECT OF VARIABLES ON q

Weight velooity of the air and fln dimension.—
Iquation (7) shows that, when all other quantities
emain constant, the value of q varies M the weight
reloci~ of the cooling air, V~fig. Tests presented
Lereinwere performed in which both the veloci~ and
qecific weight were independently varied. The wdues
Ifq obtained fr6m these tests are plotted against weight
Telocity on logarithmic-coordinate paper in figures 6
nd 6. For any one test cylinder a straight line fitted
he data fairly well.

The curves of figure 5 for the cylinders having pitches
rom 0.112 to 0.25 inch, inclusive, have been drawn
mralleland have a slope of 0.667. For cylindm with
)itches less than 0.112 inch the slope becomes increas-
ingly greater as the pitch is decreaaed. From the
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relation between g and weight veloci~ shown in figure
5 for cylinders having pitchw of 0.112 inch or greatar,
equation (7) can be modi6ed as follows:

Below 0.112-inch pitch the exponent —0.333 decreases
as the pitch decreases.
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The cum-w of ilgure 5 in which the value of q is
based on the dii7erence between the irdekir tempera-
ture and the average cylinder temperature show that,
when the pitch is decreased, the due of q will decrease
even though the weight velocity of the cooling air
remains constant. If the values of q are based on the
difference between the average cooling-air temperature
and the average cylinder temperature, the results will
be as shown in figure & The outletiair temperature
was calculated from the weight of air flowing over the
test cylinder, the heat input to the test cylinder, the
specific heat of the air, and the Me&air temperature.
It was found that more than three thermocouples in the
outlet of the jacket were necessary to give a correct
averagetemperature. Because the effect of the heating
of the air on the value of g is greater at low air speeds
than at high air speeds, the slope of the curves in iigure
6 is much less than the slope of the curves in iigure 6;
all the curves in figure 6 have the same slope.

I?igure 7 was obtained by cross-plotting figure 5 at
Qweight velocity of the air of 4 pounds per second per
square foot and shows the eflect of fin space on g.
The surface heat-transfer coefficient variea aa the 0.386
power of the iin space from 0.09- to 0.21-inch space.

From 0.048- to 0.09-inch space the slope is a little
greater than 0.386, and below 0.048 inch q decreases
rapidly.
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It is interesting to note that the value of q, even when
sorrected for the heating of the air, is less for cylinders
with closely spaced fins than for cylinders with widely
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~aced fins although the average weight velocity be-
ttveen the iins is the same. Recent tests (reference 5)
based on a study of air flow between iins indicated that
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the cooling was best with a 0.031-inch space between
the fins, the minimum used in the air-flow tests. Th(
cooling with closely spaced iins is greatly ~paired
because the flow pattern between the h is not sc
conducive to a high over-all heabhansfer coticieni
as the flow pattern for more widely spaced iins.

The test resultsindicate that fin width had little effeci
on g for two of the cylinde~ tested, the 0.25-0.97-0.04
and the 0.25-0.67-0.04. The values of q for the 0.25-
1.22-0.04 cylindem are, however, greater than for tht
other two cylindem

Previous tests conducted on finned cylinders having
pitches of 0.15 and 0.25 inch and mounted in a free aiI
stream indicated that, for h widths greater than 0.4

inch, the value of g varied little with change in width
(reference 1). For the tests herein reported me air w=
guided around the cylinder and the velocity distribution
along the fin width was more uniform than for the
cylinder in the free air stream (reference 5). The varia-
tion in q with ti width for two cylindem, as expected,
was less than in tests on cylinders in a free air stream
(reference 1). Because of the unexpected increase in q
for the 0.25-1.22-0.04 cylinder, further tests are being
made to determine the effect of fin width on q.

The tests on the cylinders in a hee air stream also

indicated that fin thickness had a minor effect on the
value of q and it is reasonable to expect that the same
would hold true for cylindem surrounded by a jacket.
Therefore, no tests were conducted to determine the
effect of fin thickness.

& temperature.-Although no experiments were
made to dete.rrninethe effect of temperature of the air
on g, some idea of the effect can be obtained from equa-
tion (9). The quantities w ~, k=,and w depend on the
temperature of the air. The effect of w on q has been
determined. For the range of temperaturesencountered
in an ordinary altitude change, however, ~, ucJk=, and
U“.mare practically constant. The heat-transfer coeffi-
cient q is therefore affected by temperature of the air
only m the latter affect9 PM.

EFFECTOF VARIABLIH ON U

Weight velooity of the air and fin dimensions.-As
the amount of base Surface available on a cylinder for
m is limited, a fin design should be selected that
gives the maximum value of U—the heat carried away
per unit wall mea per degree temperature difference
between the cylinder wall and the cooling air per hour.
Therefore, in the design of h, the maximum cooling
surface consistent with a high value of g must be used
to obtain mbmnn cooling. The calculated values of
U shown in figure 8, except for the 0.25-1.22-0.04
cylinder, were determined from equation (4) and from
the values of g given in iigure 5; the experimental values
were computed horn test results. The calculated val-
ues of U for the O.25-1.22-O.O4cylinder shown in figure
8 were obtained from equation (4) and from the valuek

of g shown in iigure 5 for the 0.25-0.97-0.04 and 0.26-
0.67-0.04 cylinders. Values of U calculated from the
values of q for the 0.26-1.22-0.04 cyliudar in figure 6
did not check the experimented values of U. This
discrepancy is a further indication that the experi-
mental values of g for the 0.25-1.22-0.04 cylinder are
questionable and that fin width has little effect on q.
These curves show that the agreement between the
calculated and the experunental values is sufficiently
good to justify the use of equation (4) in calculating the
bent dissipated by n cylinder enclosed by a jacket.

Figure 9 is a cross plot of the experimental values of
U in @e 8 and shows the effect of fin pitch on ‘U at
several constant weight velocities of the air for the
cylindma with 1.22-inch iin width and 0.035-inch fin
thickness. The value of U for these curves is based on
the difference between the inlet-air temperature and ~
the average cylinder-wall temperature. The values
of Ufor the 0.112-1.22-0.035 and the 0.137–1.22–0.036
cylinders did not fall on the faired curves as well as the
values of U for the other cylinders but were sufficiently
close to establish this part of the curve. Tbe calcu-
lated vnlucs of U for cylindem 0.112-1.22-0.035 and
0.137–1.22-0.035 were very close to the faired curves.
The results show that for all weight velocities of the
cooling air investigated the maximum heat transfer
falls between cylinders of 0.057-inch and 0.083-inch
pitch or 0.022-inch to 0.048-inch space. The curves
have been dotted between these two values as no data
were taken to estiblish defitely these portions of tbe
nrrves. The curves show that the heat.Aransfer
coefficientis not sensitive to the number of fins per inch
Forvalues on either side of and near the ma.simum,
For example, with 11 or 16 h per inch the heat-trans-
kr coefficient U is 95 percent of the maximum vcdue,
)btained with approximately 13 il.nsper inch of 0.036
tbicknem. The h space giving the maximum value
]f the heat-transfer coefficient U will vary as the h
hiclmess is varied and the number of fins per inch will
.ncreaseas the fin thiclmess decreases.

The experimental value9 of U for the cnrvw in figure
10 are based on the difference between the average
:ylinder-wall temperature and the average air temper-
~ture. The difference between the values of U’ in
igures 9 and 10 is caused by the heating of the air,
With a fin pitch of 0.05 inch and with a weight velooity
)f 3 pounds per square foot per second the her&transfer
coefficient is approximately 55 percent higher when
xised on the average cooling-air temperature; whereas,
vith a weight velocity of 8 pounds, the coefficient
vould be approximately 19 percent greater when based
m the average cooling-air temperature. Likewise with
L k pitch of 0.15 inch and with a weight velocity of
1pounds per square foot per second the hed-trnnsfor
coefficientwould be approximately 29.6 percent greater
vhen based on the average cooling-air temperature;
vhereasj with a weight velocity of 8, the heat-transfer
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coefficient would be approximately 17.6 percent greater.
The curves in figure 10, like those in iignre 9, show that
the pitch for the maximum heat transfer lies helm-een
0.057 and 0.083 inch.

BFFECT OF VARIABLES ON BLOWER Pow= REQ~~

The blower power required can be divided into two
main parts: that required acrosa the cylinder and that
required to generate the outlet velocity. For a given
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*t arrangement, the power required to generate the
outlet velocity may be reduced a small amount by a
properly expanding exit passage.

Weight velooity of the air and the h dimensions.—
The effect of weight velocity of the cooling air on power
for five of the cylinders tested is shown in figure 11,
by plotting P,(PN)’/W against V.P~ on logarithmic
paper. The jacket around these cylindem was in
contact with the fin tips, as ahown in &ure 3 (b).
From equation (8), P,(pM)a varies as a function of
Vmpfl. The effect of a small variation in the specific
weight was eliminated by plotting the results in this
form. Also P,@)’ was divided by the b width
before plott@ as it seemed reasonable to expect the
pressure drop to change very little with fln width; the
power would therefore vaxy directly as the fin width.

The slope of the curves in figure 11 shows that
P,(p~)z/w varies as the 2.69 power of the weight
veloci~ of the air. The data seem h show that there
is a break in the curves at the lower values of weight
veloci~, probably caused by a change from turbulent
to laminar flow but, as there are not enougl points
definitely to establish this break, the curves have been
dotted at the lower values of weight velocity.

Dryden and Kuethe (reference 6) have shown that
for flat plate9 the friction drag is theoretically propor-
tional to the 1.8 power of the velocity for turbulent
flow. Unpublished tests made at the Massachusetts
hwtitute of Technology by R. H. Smith and R. ‘T.
Sauerwein show that for various tied plates the dmg
varied as the velocity to the 1.75 to 1.96 power, depend-
ing on the pitch amdwidth of the fis. As the drag is
directly proportional to the pressure drop in the present
tests and as the power is proportional to the product of
the pressure drop and the volume, the power required
for friction drag should theoretically vary aa the

.—
finpifch,inch

FIQIJES 10.—Effect of !ln pitch on the averago wall hcaWrau%r WaOlc[entj boaw.1
on the dlffemnca be.twwn the OYllnder-walltenumattue and the avorago CIlrtom.
paratmm m width, Lzl fnohq h thlclknfiw,O.w inch.

velocity to the 2.8 power, which is very close to what
was obtained.

From these results in order to give the observed
variation of blower power with specific weight and
weight veloci~ of the air, equation (8) must take the
form

Tm- ( P ) ~(fiw ’10)p,= @MvJ3D p,gvmzl -031

Figure 11 shows that the power required for cooling
increases as the space between the ilns decreases for the
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same weight velocity of the air except for the 0.166
cylinder. The data for the 0.166 cylinder fell on the
same curve as the data for the O.137-inch pitch cylinder.
This result waa surpris@g as it was expected that less

.01000
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FIOUEE IL—Effezt of wdght vofcdts of the molIng * on P&uO%.

power would be required tc force air by more widely
spaced fins. An analysis of the pressure drops around
cylinders to be presented in a later report shows that
power increases as space decreases but for the 0.166-
and O.137-inch pitch cylinders the difference is very
small.

(hveS of P&@)2/w plotted against weight velocity
of the air are shown in figure 12 for the same cylinders

as are shown in figure 11, where pb is the total power
loss acrosa the jacket and includes both P, and the
kinetic energy lost at the exit. The total power Varied

as the 2.61 power of the weight velocity for all the
cylinders and increased as the pitch decreased, below
0.112-inch pitch, for a constant weight veloci~. The
data for the 0.166, 0.137, and 0.112 cylinders are repre-
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sented by a single curve. It can be shown fim iigure
11 and the ch~me in loss out the exit for the three
cylinders, with a constant jacket exit area and might
velocity over the fins, that the total power required for
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the 0.166, the 0.137, and the 0.112 cylinders is ap
proximately constant.

Further tests are being made to determine the effecl
of h pitch, width, and Reynolds Number on the pow-e]
required.

Air temperature.-The temperature of the air affecti
its specific weight and viscwity. The effect of varia.
tion in specific w@ght on power has been shown
Equation (10) shows that the power varies as the 0.31
power of the viscosity. For the ranfgeof temperature
encountered in an ordinary altitude change, the effecl
of change in viscosity would be small.
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RELATfON BBTWE33N HEAT D=ATION AND BLOIVItE POIVBE

The wall hea&transfer coefficient U is shown plotted
against the power ~ in figure 13 for a speciiic weight
of the air of 0.0717 pound per cubic foot. These
results were obtained horn iigum 9 and 11 and indi-
cate that for a given power the heat transfer can be
incrensed by decreasing the pitch up to a limiting value
of approximately 0.08 inch; below this pitch the heat
transfer decreases as the pitch decreases. Thus, with
0.10 horsepower, U increases from 1.24 B.t.u. per
square inch per “F. per hour for the 0.166 cylinder to
1.885 for the 0.083 cylinder, an increase of approxi-
mately 52 percent, and then decreases to 1.53 B.t.u.
per square inch per “F. per hour for the 0.057 cylinder.
YTEtha given horsepower, except for the 0.166-inch
pitch, the weight velocity of the air decreases as the
fin pitch decreases. This decrease in weight velocity
tends to decrease U but decreasing the fin pitch tends
to increase U until a limiting value is rea”hed. As the
effect of fin pitch predominates, the fin pitch giving

maximum heat transfer for a given weight velocity will
give maximum heat transfer for a given power..

Figure 14 shows curves similar to figure 13 in which
the power lost as kinetic energy in the air leaving the
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Spedflo weight of the air, 0.0717 pmnd w cob!o foot.

exit passage of tie jacket is included in calculating the
required power. As previously stated, the power lost
at the exit can b,e somewhat decreased by providing a
properly expanding pamage. The curves of figure 14

IIJORE 15.—P~n@ caving fn P~ by ndng iln Pitch of 0.C8’3lnc.h Intid of
0.137inch.

vere obtained from figures 9 and 12 and show the same
irendsas do those of figure 13.

Figure 15, obtained from figure 13, is a plot of the
]ercentage saving in Pt, the power required for cooling,
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through the use of a fin pitch of 0.083 inch instead of
0.137 inch at various values of U. The saving in
cooling power is appreciable and, as cylinders used in
conventional practice usually h~ve iin pitches greater
than 0.137 inch, it might be thought that much is to
be gained from n power consideration by decreasing
the pitch. The percentage of engine power required
for blower cooling of conventional cylinders is, however,
rLsmall percentage of the total engine power. Ikihner
(reference 7) gives a value of 3.5 percent of the brake
horsepower required for cooling a multicylinder en-
gine with blowers and 8.3 percent for a einglecylinder
engine. It has been found in tests of a single-cylinder
engine (reference 8) that the power required for cooling
varied from approximately 2.9 to 8.6 percent of the
engine power, based on a blower efficiency of 70 percent
and a temperature difference of 405° l?. at a point
between the exhaust valve and the rear spark plug, de-
pending on cylinder and jacket design and engine-
operating conditions.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The average surface heahtrander coefficient q,
based on the temperature diilerence between the
cylinder and the inlet air, varied as the 0.667 power
of the weight velocity of the cooling air for cylinders
with fin spaces from 0.077 to 0.21 inch. Below 0.077
inch the exponent of the curves incremed for each suc-
cessive decrease in space.

2. The average surface heat-trader coeflkient q,
based on the temperature difhrence between the cylin-
der and the inlet air, was independent of h width for a
range of fin widths from 0.67 inch to 1.22 inches and
decrehsed as the space between the &s decreased.
Below approximately 0.048 inch the decrease of g with
fin space was very rapid.

3. The average surface hea&transfer coefficient q,
based on the difference between the cylinder tempera-
ture and the average air temperature, remained con-
stant for a given might velocity of the air, for fin
spaces from 0.048 to 0.131 inch; below approximately
0.048 inch g decreased and above 0.131 inch q incr~d.

4. The power required to force the air around the
cylinder varied directly as the 2.69 power of the weight
velocity for a constant specific weight and inversely as
the square of the spetic weight for a constant weight
velocity of the cooling air.

5. For a given power expended in cooling, the heat
dissipated from the cylinder could be increased by
decreasing the space between the iins to approximately
0.046 inch for a cylinder with iins 1.22 inches wide.
Below 0.045-inch space the heat dissipated decreased,

LANGLBY MEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY, ‘

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEB FOE AERONAUTICS,

LANGLEY nELD, VA., ~otwnhr 14, 1936.
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APPENDIX

SYMBOLS

W, tinwidth, inches.
w’, effective iin width (w’ =w+t/2).
t,average thickness of ihs, inches.
8, average a ace between adjacent h surfaces, inches.
p, pitch of L , p=s+t, inches.
D, cylinder diameter atfinroot, inchm.
R,, radius from center of cylinder to tin root, inches

(Rb=D/2).
R=, mwrage radius from center of cylinder to finned

surface, inches (R== R*+w/2).
A~, outside base mea of tat cylinder, square inch=

(~Dl).
S totalarea of heated surface exposed to air stream

(inc~udingh area), square inches.
A,, totalarea of s aces between fins of the test

Lcylinder per inch of cy . der length, square inches.
&, total area of spacea between iins of both the test

cylinder and the
t?’-’

ard rings, square inches.
A,, area of ou et of jacket, around test cylinder per

inch of cylinder lengthl s uare inches.
i?W,, total weight of au owing acrow test cylinder and

guard rings, pounds per second.
PI, ~bsolute total pressure of the air in the orhice

tank, inches Hg.
p~absolute static ressure of the air in the depression

ttank (fig. 2 (b)), illC es Hg.
2’1,temperature of the air at the inlet of the jacket,

o-m
A. .

T,, average temperature of the air at the outlet of the
jacket, ‘F.

V=, average. veloci@ of the air across the fins, feet
per second.

Ta, average temperature of the root of the fin, ‘F.
T=, average temperature of the root of the fin and

fins of the test cylinder, ‘F. (These two quantities,
Tb and T., were calculated from the test data, as
explained in reference 1.)

o*, average temperature difference between the root
of the fin and the air, “F. (13~=Tb—TJ.

19a,average temperature difference between the test
cylinder and the air, ‘F. (o== T=—TJ.

Q, total heat input to test cylinder, B.t.u. per hour.
U, average over-all heat-transfer coefficient, B.t.u.

per square inch base area (-tib)per hour, per ‘F. tam-
perrdwe difference between the cylinder wall and the
cootig fir (Oh).
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g, average surface heatdransfer coefficient, 13.t.u.
per square mch total surface area (5’) per hour, per ‘1?.
temperature difference between the surface and the
Cooling air-(O=).

CP~Specfic hmt of the air at constant pressure,
B.t.u. per pound per “F. (CP=l.41 %).

p, absoluta viscosity of the air, pounds per second per
foot.

k=, thermal conductivity of the air, B.t.u. per squme
foot per ‘F. through 1 foot per second.

k, thermal conductivity of the metal, B.t,u. per
square inch per ‘F. through 1 inch per hour.

PM,speciiic weight of the air at the inlet of the jackal,
pounds per cubic foot.

N, specific weight of the air at the outlet of the
jacket, pounds per cubic foot.

V,, velocity of the air at the outlet of the jacket,
feet per second.

P,l total horsepower per inch of cylinder length
re w.red by test cylinder to overcome losses.

%’ horsepower rec@red per inch of cylinder length
to a%elerate outlet am.

P,, horsepower required per inch of cylinder length to
accelerate outlet air and overcome d 10SSCS(Ph=
P=+PJ.
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